
Specification and FAQ 

Paddles 

Get the ELITE edge on gaming with Ergonomic Magnetic Paddles that follow the natural path of 
the controller grip for the greatest comfort.  The magnetic design allows for future custom 
paddles to be easily added.  Paddles can be mapped not only to the face buttons, but the 
shoulder buttons, even the L3 and R3 stick buttons. Mapping control to the paddles remove the 
need to move off the thumbsticks and triggers to access face buttons. Precise haptic feedback 
from the paddles provides the expected result every time.  You maintain control and gain 
precious reaction time.  You simply become a better, more responsive, gamer. 

One Touch On the Fly Paddle Mapping 

On the fly hardware based paddle mapping is the key to next generation paddle tech. With no 
App or PC required you are never taken out of your game to access anything.  Assign any button 
to the paddles, at any time, including face, shoulder, even the left and right analog stick 
buttons.  Advanced MODS like drop shot with rapid fire, can also be mapped to the 
paddles.  The revolutionary Turbo 2.0 system uses the paddles as activators allowing turbo 
functionality on any button, but only when you need it, allowing compatibility with more of 
your favorite games versus the standard turbo. 

Fully Mod Your Controller 

Hundreds of controller MOD combinations are built right into the device.  The Mod pack adds 
them all without voiding any warranty.  Rapid Fire, Burst Fire, Drop Shot, Quick Scope, Auto 
Run, even Turbo 2.0 are simply built in.  Many MODS like Rapid Fire, Burst Fire, Anti-Recoil, 
Quickscope, and even Turbo 2.0 have fully adjustable variants so the gamer can customize to 
their liking.  The most popular game specific MODS including Autospot for the Battlefield TM 
series, Easy Double Jump and Motion Controlled Reload for the CODTM series are also built 
in.  Even deeper customization of your controller is possible with the Rumble Control MOD that 
can turn off rumble at request, and the Hair Trigger MOD that will let you fire at the mere touch 
of the triggers.  Activate any MOD or combine MODS right from your controller without the 
need for any software.  The innovative interface uses controller button combinations to do it 
all, giving you all of the power, right in your hands. 

Why does the StrikeMax software not detect my XB1 StrikePack FPS Dominator MOD PACK?  

The StrikeMax software is written to be used exclusively with the Original Xbox One StrikePack 
only. It will not work with the XB1 StrikePack FPS series of products. If you have in fact an 
Original StrikePack unit identified on the box by CM00030 and it is not detecting please contact 
support@collectiveminds.ca  

Why is Jitter Fire on Black Ops III no longer working?  



As of update 1.23 to Black Ops III, Activision has effectively disabled the Jitter exploit we use in 
the Strike Pack FPS Dominator. Our Team is working hard to find an alternative exploit to bring 
Jitter back to life. This exploit has long remained in the COD series, but there are no guarantees 
a Jitter Mod with the same effectiveness can be achieved. 

Why did my controller become unresponsive and shut off when using the FPS Dominator?  

This occurs if the FPS Dominator is connected before the controller syncs correctly to the 
wireless profile. Simply unplug and plug back in the cable to FPS Dominator adapter and it will 
work correctly for the entire play session. In order to avoid this issue, make sure the controller 
is connected wirelessly and signed into your profile as normal before plugging in the cable to 
the FPS Dominator adapter. The adapter can remain on the controller at all times, even when 
unplugged if you want to operate in the normal wireless mode of the controller. 

Why does my Primary Fire keep shutting off? 

This is a common misconception. In fact the Primary fire you have set up in MOD mode is still 
working, just out of sync. The FPS Dominator senses the press of the Triangle Button to 
determine weapon swapping from your Primary or Secondary weapon. This allows separate 
MODS on Primary and Secondary weapons for the highest level of customization. If this goes 
out of sync due to the character dying or the game session ending while using a Secondary 
weapon, simply PRESS RIGHT D-PAD and TAP Triangle – this will re-sync and your correct 
Primary fire mode will return instantly.  

 

 

 

 


